MITEL 6900/6800 SERIES WALL MOUNT KIT
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Description
Congratulations on your purchase of the Mitel 6900/6800 Series Wall Mount Kit!
The Wall Mount Kit is designed to be used with your Mitel MiVoice 6900 series (6920, 6930, and 6940) IP phones, and Mitel MiVoice 6800 series (6863i, 6865i, 6867i, 6869i and 6873i) SIP phones allowing you to easily and securely mount your phone to the wall.

Features
• Single harmonized wall mount kit for the Mitel MiVoice 6900 series and 6800 series phone models
• Two-piece slide and lock design for simple installation
• Choice of two fixed phone angles
• (10° and 20°) for the MiVoice 6920, 6863i, 6865i and 6867i. 20° angle only for the MiVoice 6930, 6940, 6869i and 6873i.
• Telco wall plate support
• Direct wall mounting support
• Anti-theft screw lock features
• Category 5e Ethernet cable included

Supporting Documentation
To access phone and system-specific documentation:
1. In your browser, go to www.mitel.com.
2. Click Product Manuals under the Support section
3. Select PDF Guides and Online Help under the End User Documents drop-down menu.
4. In the left-hand menu, navigate to Telephones.

Wall Mount Kit Parts
When you unpack the Wall Mount Kit package, you should ensure that you have all of the following items. If any part is missing, contact the supplier of your phone.

Hardware Features

Installation
Direct Wall Mount Installation
To mount your phone directly to the wall:
1. The orientation of the Wall Mount Base determines the viewing angle of the phone. Use the degree markings on the Wall Mount Base to select the viewing angle, position the Wall Mount Base with the desired angle facing up, and using the provided screws, attach the Wall Mount Base to the wall (see Figure A).

NOTE: The MiVoice 6930, 6940, 6869i and 6873i phones support the 20° viewing angle only.

NOTE: The MiVoice 6920, 6863i, 6865i and 6867i phones support both 10° and 20° viewing angles.

NOTE: Depending on the wall type, you may need to use wall anchors. Wall anchors are included with your Mitel 6900/6800 Series Wall Mount Kit.

2. When using the wall mount with the 6920, 6930, 6940 and 6873i phones, remove the Rear Housing Adapter from the Wall Mount Connector. Skip this step for other 6800 Series models.

3. Locate the wall mount insertion area on the back of the phone (above the various ports).

4. Carefully insert the Wall Mount Connector into the insertion area of your phone and slide the Wall Mount Connector towards the right until it snaps in place (see Figure B).

5. On the back of your phone, connect the provided Ethernet cable into the network port marked with . Plug the other end of the Ethernet cable directly into the network jack on the wall.

NOTE: For more detailed instructions on network and power connections, refer to the user guide included with your phone.

6. Gently slide the Wall Mount Connector attached to your phone into the Wall Mount Base until it snaps into place. Use Figure C as a guideline (viewed from the right side).
7. (Optional) Insert the locking screw into the Screw Lock Hole located on the right side of the Wall Mount Connector and gently tighten using a Phillips-head screwdriver to secure the Wall Mount Connector to the Wall Mount Base.

**CAUTION:** TIGHTEN THE SCREW UNTIL SNUG BUT DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN. OVER-TIGHTENING MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE SCREW LOCK HOLE.

8. Place the handset into your phone’s handset cradle.

**Telco Wall Plate Installation**

To mount your phone on top of an existing telco wall plate:

1. If possible, loosen the screws from the existing telco wall plate enough so that the Wall Mount Base is able to slide in place or remove the screws from the existing telco wall plate entirely and replace with a set of the provided screws. Ensure that the screws are loose enough so that the Wall Mount Base is able to slide in place.

**NOTE:** Depending on the wall type, you may need to use wall anchors. Wall anchors are included with your Mitel 6900/6800 Series Wall Mount Kit.

2. The orientation of the Wall Mount Base determines the viewing angle of the phone. Use the degree markings on the Wall Mount Base to select the viewing angle, overlay the Wall Mount Base on top of the telco wall plate with the desired angle facing up, and pull down to secure the Wall Mount Base in place (see Figure A).

**NOTE:** The MiVoice 6930, 6940, 6869i and 6873i phones support the 20° viewing angle only.

**NOTE:** The MiVoice 6920, 6863i, 6865i and 6867i phones support both 10° and 20° viewing angles.

3. If necessary, tighten the screws to firmly lock the Wall Mount Base in place.

4. When using the wall mount with the 6920, 6930, 6940 and 6873i phones, remove the Rear Housing Adapter from the Wall Mount Connector. Skip this step for other 6800 Series models.

5. Locate the wall mount insertion area on the back of the phone (above the various ports).

6. Carefully insert the Wall Mount Connector into the insertion area of your phone and slide the Wall Mount Connector towards the right until it snaps in place (see Figure B).

7. On the back of your phone, connect the provided Ethernet cable into the network port marked with [ ]. Plug the other end of the Ethernet cable directly into the network jack on the wall.

**NOTE:** For more detailed instructions on network and power connections, refer to the user guide included with your phone.

8. Gently slide the Wall Mount Connector attached to your phone into the Wall Mount Base until it snaps into place. Use Figure C as a guideline (viewed from the right side).

9. (Optional) Insert the locking screw into the Screw Lock Hole located on the right side of the Wall Mount Connector and gently tighten using a Phillips-head screwdriver to secure the Wall Mount Connector to the Wall Mount Base.

**CAUTION:** TIGHTEN THE SCREW UNTIL SNUG BUT DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN. OVER-TIGHTENING MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE SCREW LOCK HOLE.

10. Place the handset into your phone’s handset cradle.

---

**Dismounting the Phone**

To dismount the installed phone from the wall mount:

1. Locate and place your fingers on the Release Lever (on the Wall Mount Connector) and with your thumb on the top front of the phone press the Release Lever firmly towards you.

**CAUTION:** DO NOT PRESS OR APPLY ANY PRESSURE ON THE PHONE’S LCD DISPLAY. DOING SO MAY CRACK OR OTHERWISE IRREVOCABLY DAMAGE THE DISPLAY.

2. With the Release Lever pressed, using your other hand, gently slide the phone in an upward motion until the phone and Wall Mount Connector are detached from the Wall Mount Base.